
Timetable of the Final

April 27-29 –

Kaposvar, Hungary



XIIth edition of the International Competition



Arrivals according to your transport plan

Dinner

Overnight at the dormitory

brief

timetable

9.30 Breakfast

10.00 Walking towards the center.

10.30 Parade with flags music and and

11.00 Arrival in the square and meeting with Munkácsy High School students.

12.00 Lunch

2.00 pm Presentation of works in the theater

6.00 pm Awards

7.30 pm Gala Dinner & CONCLUSIVE PARTY - Musical evening

Return to the dormitory by shuttle bus.

Friday 27th 

Saturday 28th  

Breakfast and Check-out

Possibility to visit the city of Budapest

Sunday 29 th 



Friday 27 aprile 
Arrivals according to your transport plan

Every school will have a Local Friend

Hungarian students will take care of you throughout your stay, 

giving welcome, and assistance in English

(If you want you can also exchange contacts to stay in friendship)

Local friends, accompany you for the check-in of pre-assigned rooms and

they give you the youth pass including:

- Local info

-1 admission to the Kaposvar thermal water park (Friday or Sunday)

We will stay overnight at the student dormitory in the city

The rooms are from 4 with shared bathroom with the adjacent room.

Typical Hungarian dinner at the canteen of the structure

At the end, a small welcome briefing in the common room

Detailed

timetable



Saturday 28  
9.30 Breakfast

10.00 Walking to the city center

10.30 Event opening

- start from Dorottya Hotel- parade to the main pedestrian

street: Baloon game – music and flags show

11.00 Arrival in the square and meeting with Liceo Munkácsy students.

Hungarian anthem - European anthem

Official Opening with the local and international authority 

12.00 Lunch

Local friends will accompany you at the restaurant, 

and provide assistance for any food allergy previously reported   

(fixed menu, extra to your charge )



2.00 Theatre

find your seat, as soon as possible

2.15 Opening 

2.30 Works’Presentation

One student of each class will be called on stage, to promote their work.

5.00 Break



5.15 Resumption of work:

while the jury retires to deliberate, evaluating the exhibition just 

completed, We will reveals the award trip with some ecotourist slides, 

giving the possibility to register also to non-winners

Benigni greets and thanks by announcing the theme of the next 

Competition - XIII ^ edition - 2018/2019:

6.00 Awards

7.30 Hotel Dorottya gala dinner.

From the theater walking distance to the entrance

Gala dinner: Hungarian salami & cheeses from Bergamo - casoncelli filled

Pasta- dessert & CONCLUSIVE PARTY - Musical evening

Return to the dormitory by shuttle bus



Domenica 29 

Breakfast and Check-out

Possibility to visit the city of Budapest

Return according to your transfer plan



For all schools:
Possibility of

additional registration

❖ non-finalists

❖ More students

❖ Trip estimate made on request by “Borgoviaggi travel 

agency” Reference DELIA delia.rota@borgoviaggi.it

mailto:delia.rota@borgoviaggi.it

